Semiparametric Analysis of Longitudinal Zero-inflated Count Data with Applications to Instrumental Activities of Daily Living
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Abstract

Background: The instrumental activities of daily living (IADLs) are important index of physical functioning in older adult studies. These count outcomes with a large proportion of zeros are often collected in longitudinal studies. Data were from the Hispanic Established Population for Epidemiological Study of the Elderly (HEPESE), a four wave (seven years) longitudinal study of community-dwelling elderly Mexican-Americans. There were excess zeros IADLs observed during follow-up.

Methods: We present semiparametric zero-inflated Poisson (ZIP) and hurdle model with random effects to evaluate IADLs in the context of excess zeros.

Results: Age, education, household income, marital status, smoking, cognitive functioning and prescription medication use were not significantly associated with IADLs. The counts of IADLs changed with age nonlinearly.

Conclusions: zero-inflated Poisson (ZIP) and hurdle model with random effect fits the IADLs counts with excess zeros in longitudinal studies.
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Introduction

The instrumental activities of daily living (IADLs) are used as measurements of functional status of a person. It is a useful instrument in elderly studies, which let an older adult live independently in a community [1]. The measures of IADLs consist of the following ten items: using telephone without help, driving a car or travel alone, going for groceries/clothes, preparing own meals without help, doing light housework without help, taking medicine without help, handling money without help, doing heavy work around the house, walking up and down stairs without help, and walking half a mile without help. The range of IADLs is from 0-10, with higher scores indicating greater difficulties in activities of daily living. Disabilities on IADLs are good markers to identify individuals at risk of frailty in elderly adults. The study found that elderly women with more than one IADLs were frailer [2]. Several studies investigated the relationship between IADLs and functional health status, showed that the social functioning, health perception and physical functioning were significantly related to IADLs [2-4]. As function health status decline, elderly persons need more dependence on others for assistance. The results of IADLs for nursing administrators help develop health promotion strategies and social policies to improve the independence of elderly people.

Measuring IADLs longitudinally can provide useful information for assessing functional independence among older adults, which can capture the dynamic changes of responses over time. The effect of covariates, such as age may not be linearly related to the link function. Usually the growth curve model with polynomial functions of time is employed to delineate the longitudinal trajectories. However, when the change of IADLs over time is nonlinear curve, the estimates by growth curve model may not capture all the information. The nonparametric methods can be utilized to model potential nonlinear effects of the time on the outcomes. Furthermore, the individual difference in developmental curves observed in the IADLs increases the complexity of the model. The counts of IADLs observed in elderly studies often have excess zero values more than what would be expected by a classic Poisson model.

Longitudinal zero-inflated count data are very common in health and medical studies. Cheung [5] used zero-inflated Poisson (ZIP) model to analyze growth failure in children. Dalrymple et al. [6] investigated the sudden infant death syndrome by ZIP and hurdle a model. Rose et al. [7] used ZIP to model vaccine adverse event data. Longitudinal ZIP and hurdle models were proposed to analyze substance abuse disorders data [8]. Zero-inflated count data frequently occur in health utilization, pharmaceutical, epidemiological and medical research [6-12].

This paper is motivated by analysis of IADLs from the Hispanic Established Population for Epidemiological Study of the Elderly (HEPESE), a seven year longitudinal study of community-dwelling elderly Mexican-Americans [13]. IADLs measuring physical functioning status were an important instrument in the HEPESE. An inspection of the records indicates that zeros among the observations from the four waves account for more than 46% of the total.

In this paper, we begin by describing a longitudinal model for zero-inflated count data and then apply zero-inflated Poisson regression (ZIP) and hurdle models to IADL-s from HEPESE data. The utility of two models are compared.
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Statistical Models and Estimation

The zero-inflated Poisson model

The ZIP model includes two parts of parameters: one for zero inflated measures and the other for repeated Poisson counts.

Let response vectors $Y = (Y_1, \ldots, Y_T)^T$, where $Y_j = (Y_{1j}, \ldots, Y_{Tj})^T$ and the response $Y_j$ denote the count for $i^{th}$ subject at time $j$, $i = 1, \ldots, N$, $j = 1, \ldots, T$. The probability of an excess zero is denoted by $\pi_i$, $0 \leq \pi_i \leq 1$. Here we adopt ZIP regression models introduced by Lambert [14]

$$ P(Y_j = y_j | \pi_i, \theta) = \begin{cases} \pi_i + (1-\pi_i) e^{-\mu_j}, & y_j = 0; \\ (1-\pi_i) e^{-\mu_j} \frac{\mu_j^{y_j}}{y_j!}, & y_j > 0, \end{cases} \quad (1) $$

Let $u_i = (u_{i1}, \ldots, u_{iT})^T$ and $\pi_i = (\pi_{i1}, \ldots, \pi_{iT})^T$ are assumed to be log-linear and logistic regression models with the parameter $\theta$. Both logit ($\pi$) and log ($\mu$) are assumed to depend on a non-linear function of independent variables. The covariates in these two parts can be different.

First, let describe the trajectory in zero-inflation based on a logistic regression model,

$$ \text{logit}(\pi) = x_i \beta_i + v_i + g(t_i), \quad (2) $$

Where $t_i$ is the time, $x_i$ are vectors of covariates for $i^{th}$ subject, $\beta_i$ are the corresponding regression coefficients. We assume that $v_i$ are independent normal distribution with mean 0 and variance $\delta^2_i$. The function $g(t)$ is the baseline function for the nonlinear time effects and fitted with the following quadratic spline basis (to simplify the presentation, $j$ is dropped from $t$):

$$ g(t) = \alpha_0 + \alpha_1 t + \alpha_2 t^2 + \sum_{k=1}^{K} \theta_k (t - t_k)^2. \quad (3) $$

Where the $+$ indicates the positive value with $k$ knots that divide the range of time into segments.

This part of ZIP model is to estimate the initial probability and the change in the probability of zero inflation.

Next, the second part of ZIP model estimates Poisson counts over time,

$$ \log(\mu) = m_i \beta_i + u_i + h(t_i) \quad (4) $$

Where $t_i$ is the time, where $m_i$ are vectors of covariates for $i^{th}$ subject, $\beta_i$ are the corresponding regression coefficients. We assume that $u_i$ are independent normal distribution with mean 0 and variance $\delta^2_i$. The function $h(t)$ is the same format as $g(t)$. It is assumed that covariance between $u_i$ and $v_i$ is $\delta_{iu}$.

Then the log-likelihood for ZIP model with random effects is

$$ l(\theta, y) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{T} P(Y_j = y_j | v_i, \mu_i, \phi(v_i, \mu_i) d\mu_i d\phi + l(\theta, y) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{T} P(Y_j = y_j | v_i, \mu_i, \phi(v_i, \mu_i) d\mu_i d\phi $$

$P(Y_j = y_j | \theta(v_i, \mu_i)) = \left[ \pi_i + (1 - \pi_i) e^{-\mu_j} \right] \left[ (1 - \pi_i) e^{-\mu_j} \frac{\mu_j^{y_j}}{y_j!} \right]^{-\Delta_j}$

Here, $\theta$ denotes all parameters, $\phi$ denotes the standard bivariate normal probability density function, and $\Delta_j$ is an indicator, with value 1 if $y_j=0$ and 0 if $y_j>0$.

This likelihood function can be fitted by a Newton-Raphson or quasi-Newton algorithm. Because there are two random effects in the function, the proposed likelihood (5) needs integrate random effect first and then get the maximum likelihood estimation. We apply Gaussian quadrature numerical integration techniques [15].

The hurdle model

The hurdle model consists of a mixture of a point mass at zero and a truncated Poisson model for non-zero counts. The hurdle model has been used in healthcare utilization analysis [11] and vaccine adverse study [7]. The model is represented as follows

$$ P(Y_j = y_j | \pi_i, \theta) = \begin{cases} \pi_i, & y_j = 0; \\ \frac{(1-\pi_i) e^{-\mu_j} \mu_j^{y_j}}{y_j!}, & y_j > 0, \end{cases} \quad (6) $$

where both logit ($\pi$) and log ($\mu$) are modeled as Equation (2) and (4) in the ZIP, respectively. The likelihood function of the hurdle model also has the same form as Equation (5) with

$$ P(Y_j = y_j | \theta(v_i, \mu_i)) = \left[ \pi_i \right] \left[ \pi_i \right] \left[ (1 - \pi_i) e^{-\mu_j} \frac{\mu_j^{y_j}}{y_j!} \right]^{-\Delta_j} $$

Model comparison and goodness-of-fits statistics

The ZIP and hurdle model with random effects both are nonlinear mixed effect models, thus SAS PROC NLMIXED procedure is used to estimate the parameters [15]. Meanwhile a standard Poisson model with random effects is fitted as the base model to compare with the above models.

Application and Results

Data and measures


Variables

Repeated measures of IADLs: The outcome variable of interest is total number of IADLs. The measures of IADLs are available in wave

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IADLs</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wave one</td>
<td>1424</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wave two</td>
<td>1175</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wave three</td>
<td>959</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wave four</td>
<td>812</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Frequency of IADLs at wave one, two, three and four.
The demographic and health behavior variables are controlled by age, education, household income, marital status, smoking, prescription medication use and cognitive functioning. These covariates were chosen because they are potentially associated with elderly independence. Age, education (number of years of formal schooling), and cognitive function (indicated by the Mini-Mental State Exam total score) were all entered as continuous variables. Household income was categorized as <$5,000, $5,000-$9,999, $10,000-$14,999, $15,000-$19,999 and ≥ $20,000, with the latter as the reference group. Marital status was dichotomized as unmarried (consisting of separated, divorced widowed and never married people) and currently married, with married people as the reference group. Smoking status was dichotomized into current smokers and nonsmokers, with nonsmokers as the reference. Prescription medication use was dichotomized into any or none, with current smokers and nonsmokers as the reference.

Table 1 indicates that there are zero-inflated IADL-s counts from four wave interviews: of the total IADL-s, 46.77% zero counts at wave one, 48.22% zero counts at wave two, 48.66% zero counts at wave three, and 48.54% zero counts at wave four. Therefore the ZIP and hurdle models are necessary to fit this zero-inflated data.

Table 2 lists the estimated regression coefficients, standard errors, p-value and goodness-of-fit test results. The estimates in the zero and Poisson components produced by the two models are very close, whereas standard errors in the hurdle model are smaller than ZIP model. Given the significance level at 0.05, both models can't identify significant association between IADLs and education, household income, marital status, smoking, and prescription medication use, except for that smoking in the Poisson component of ZIP model had positive association with IADLs counts.

Both models indicate that there are significant individual difference (the random effect) in the zero and Poisson component, and the individual difference in the zero components is much bigger than the Poisson component. The variance of random effect in hurdle model is smaller than ZIP model. The zero component and Poisson component are negatively correlated with correlation coefficient 0.69 (Table 2).

Figures 1 and 2 show the spline functions of age, which explains the fixed effect on the zero and Poisson component. The spline functions in the Poisson component generated by two models are very similar. The severity of disability increased rapidly from age around 70 to 90 years, stays at high level, and deceased after 100. The spline functions in the zero component from two models are also very close. The curve indicates that the probability of without IADLs decreased with age increased from 67 to 90, then stayed at low level. After 90, the probability of zero count of IADLs increased.

The longitudinal development trajectories of IADLs under the ZIP and hurdle models are very similar, so only trajectories of IADLs under the ZIP were presented here. The values of AIC and BIC from ZIP and hurdle models are also very close, which indicates both models are good fit for zero-inflated IADLs data. The corresponding values of AIC and BIC from standard Poisson regression model are much larger than from ZIP and hurdle models, which indicates ZIP and hurdle models are better fit (Table 2).
For IADLs data, the hurdle model is more appropriate than ZIP model. When all the elderly Mexican-Americans started at early stage, they were relatively healthy without any help. Once they crossed the hurdle to get helps, more and more dependence with aging.

Discussion

In this article, we have illustrated the use of semi-parametric longitudinal model for zero-inflated IADLs count data in health study. The ZIP and hurdle with nonlinear time effect models are used to capture the dynamic profile of IADLs in elderly Mexican American population. The results from both models indicated the probability of being independent for elderly Mexican American adults decreased and needed more help with age. The results of IADLs for nursing administrators help develop interventions to maximize functional independence among elderly people.

There are two limitations for this paper. First, dependent variable IADLs was self-reported by elderly people thorough face to face interview, instead of performance-based IADLs assessment, thus there were potential biases with cognitive status among elderly people. Second, there were death and unknown drop-out during the four wave follow-up, so only available observations are used for longitudinal analysis by assuming responses are missing completely at random.
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